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We now live in the early stages of the fourth industrial revolution, 
which is characterised by the exponential explosion of technologies 
that fundamentally change the ways we live, work and interact. 
Revolutionary technologies such as artificial intelligence, blockchain 
and autonomous vehicles bring to the fore legal issues that lawyers 
have never encountered in the past. The use of legal technology 
in the legal industry, whether to perform some of the more routine 
work or to assist in decision-making, would eventually reshape the 
role of human lawyers. 
Although the future may appear uncertain, we at SMU School of 
Law see only opportunities. We have taken active steps, both in 
terms of teaching and research, to meet impending challenges. 
Most notably, last year, we won a competitive government grant 
of $4.5 million, which led to the establishment of our Centre for 
AI and Data Governance (CAIDG). As an interdisciplinary centre, 
CAIDG’s goal is to promote beneficial Artificial Intelligence (AI), 
and to interrogate and respond to emerging social issues arising 
from AI and data use. Through this exciting initiative, we have great 
expectations for the production of groundbreaking and impactful 
research on the area of law and technology. The intersection 
between law and technology is also emphasised in our teaching 
of the law. In consultation with our Advisory Council on Law and 
Technology, we have taken steps to update our legal curriculum, 
specifically by addressing new technological advancements in the 
teaching of traditional law courses and introducing new courses to 
directly tackle these hot topics. 
These new initiatives are of course built upon the firm foundation 
laid for the law school in the past decade. Our distinguished 
faculty are educated at such reputable universities as Oxford, 
Cambridge and Harvard, just to name a few. Our research agenda 
and publications are equally top class. We author many important 
textbooks and frequently publish in prestigious law journals. The 
impact of our research is evidenced by numerous court citations. 
We are equally committed to preparing our students to face future 
challenges. Our small class seminars encourage independent 
thinking and knowledge creation. We emphasise presentation skills 
so that our students graduate both articulate and confident. Clinical 
work and industrial collaboration help bridge the gaps between law 
in the books and law in practice. We continue to view law as a noble 
calling, and through mandatory community service, inculcate in our 
students the value of giving back to society. We firmly believe that this 
comprehensive skillset, along with a heart to serve, would provide 
our students with a clear edge in the era of artificial intelligence and 
prepare them to meet any challenges that the future would throw 
in their ways.
sErvicE to 
CoMMunity
mEaningful 
and impactful 
researCh
This is why our graduates are highly sought after, well placed, 
and competitively remunerated. Year after year our graduates are 
significantly represented on the prestigious Justices’ Law Clerks 
programme. Within a short span of just eleven years and with only 
seven cohorts of working graduates, many have gone on to make 
their mark in the profession, industry and academia. Quite a few 
have even struck out on their own to set up their own private practice 
and legal-tech start-ups. With an alumni network numbering more 
than a thousand and growing steadily, current students could expect 
to benefit from networking and job opportunities.
As a young law school, we are energetic and look forward to 
embracing the future. We aspire to build bridges not only between 
theory and reality and across disciplines, but also between the past 
and the future. In this annual report, we hope to provide you with 
snippets of our efforts towards realising our vision as well as notable 
achievements by our faculty, students and alumni in the past year. 
As we celebrate our achievements, we strive to do even better in the 
years to come.      
assoCiate professor 
goh yihan 
dean, smu school of law
innovativE and 
practicE-rElEvant 
legal 
training
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DistinguisheD 
fellows
aDvisory CounCil for law 
anD teChnology
aDvisory BoarD
1. Mr v k rajah, sC
 member, Essex court chambers   
 duxton (singapore group practice) 
 member of monetary authority   
 of singapore’s (mas) board of
 directors
2. Mr anDre 
 ManiaM, sC
 head of litigation & dispute 
 resolution group
 Wongpartnership llp
3. Ms BlossoM hing
 director
 drew & napier llc
4. Mr Daryl Chew
 managing partner
 shearman & sterling llp, 
 singapore office
5. Mr DaviD h. 
 ZeMans
 managing partner
 milbank llp, asia
6. justiCe aeDit 
 aBDullah
 Judge 
 supreme court of singapore 
7. Ms juthika 
 raManathan
 chief Executive 
 office of the chief Justice 
 supreme court of singapore
8. Mr laM Chee kin
 managing director and 
 head group compliance, 
 dbs
9. Mrs lee suet fern
 partner
 morgan lewis stamford llc
10. Ms sophie Mathur 
 partner 
 linklaters singapore pte ltd
11. Mr thaM lijing 
 member
 Essex court chambers duxton 
 (singapore group practice) 
12. Mr wong 
 taur jiun
 president 
 singapore corporate 
 counsel association
1. Mr yong pung how
 former chief Justice of   
 singapore
 former chancellor of 
 singapore management   
 university
2. justiCe Chao 
 hiCk tin
 senior Judge of the 
 supreme court
 former attorney-general  
 of singapore
 former Judge of appeal of  
 the supreme court of   
 singapore
3. Mr v k rajah, sC
 member of Essex court   
 chambers duxton 
 (singapore group practice) 
 member of monetary   
 authority of singapore’s  
 (mas) board of directors 
 former attorney-general of 
 singapore
 former Judge of appeal  
 of the supreme court of   
 singapore
our people
1. Mr Chang Zi Qian
 co founder 
 intelllex
2. Ms DeBorah iM
 deputy head of legal 
 apac facebook
3. Ms sophie Mathur
 partner 
 global head of innovation, 
 linklaters singapore pte ltd
4. Mr joey pang
 technology lawyer 
 dbs bank
5. Mr rajesh sreenivasan
 partner & head, technology 
 media & telecommunications, 
 rajah & tann singapore
6. professor anDrew Murray
 professor of law 
 london school of Economics
7. Mr antony Cook
 associate general counsel and 
 regional director for corporate, External and 
 legal affairs for asia pacific 
 microsoft
8.  assoCiate professor warren Chik
 school of law 
 singapore management university
9. Mr Brian yeoh
 deputy director 
 monetary authority of singapore
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*The figures on this page are correct as of 31 December 2018.
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• LLD: 1
• PHD/DPHIL/SJD: 14
• LLM/JSM/MA/BCL: 26
• LLB/BA: 2
• UK: 21
• USA: 14
• AUSTRALIA: 2
• GERMANY: 2
• THE NETHERLANDS: 2
• SINGAPORE: 1
• SPAIN: 1
BY
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EN
DE
R
8 PROFESSORS  
[INCLUDING 2 NAMED PROFESSORS]
10 ASSISTANT PROFESSORS
21 ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS 
[INCLUDING 2 LEE KONG CHIAN FELLOWS]
4 LECTURERS
14 FEMALE
4 NEW FACULTY MEMBERS WHO JOINED IN 2018
29 MALE
6 PRACTICE 1 EDUCATION 36 TENURE
43 FACULTY MEMBERS*
our peopleour people 
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organisation
Chart
proMotions anD new appointMents
Edward ti was promoted from lecturer to assistant professor of 
law from 1 Jan 2018 and Kenny chng was similarly promoted to 
assistant professor of law from 1 July 2018. chen siyuan was 
promoted from assistant professor of law to associate professor 
of law from 1 July 2018. alvin see was appointed as assistant 
professor of law (Education) from 1 July 2018. he was formerly 
an assistant professor of law on the tenure-track. We warmly 
congratulate all of them.
faCulty MoveMents
professor howard hunter, professor david smith, associate 
professor austin pulle and associate professor chandra mohan 
have retired from academia in 2018. assistant professor mahdev 
mohan and assistant professor Eliza mik have left smu in 
december 2018. We wish all of them the very best in their future 
endeavours.
We warmly welcomed four faculty members to the school of law 
in 2018. they are aurelio gurrea-martinez (assistant professor), 
lau Kwan ho (assistant professor), vincent ooi (lecturer) and 
Jerrold soh (lecturer).
faCulty aChieveMents
yong pung how chair professor of law yeo tiong min sc from the 
school of law was awarded the singapore academy of law merit 
award for 2018. the singapore academy of law (sal) awards 
recognise the notable contributions of the recipients for service 
in promoting and advancing the objectives of the academy in 
particular and to the development of singapore law in general. the 
sal law awards selection committee - which is currently chaired 
by the honourable chief Justice sundaresh menon - determines 
both the sal merit awards and the singapore law merit awards. 
professor yeo and dean associate professor goh yihan (dean of 
smu school of law) were amongst the recipients of the singapore 
law merit award for 2008 and 2013 respectively.
our people 
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SMU VISITING 
ACADEMICS 
PROGRAMME
120
3 RESEARCH FOCUS AREAS 9 RESEARCH CLUSTERS 
3 RESEARCH CENTRES
FACULTY
PUBLICATIONS
OVER
overview researCh
our researCh foCus are:
law anD 
teChnology
transnational 
CoMMerCial law in asia
Book puBliCations By sol faCulty in 2018
faCulty puBliCations 2018 anD Citations
smu school of law faculty publications have been publicised 
under the auspices of singapore law Watch (at https://www.
singaporelawwatch.sg/portals/0/1801-06%20slW%20
academic%20publications%20digest.pdf) for the benefit of the 
singapore legal profession.
Dispute 
resolution
puBliCations in 2018 inCluDe:
journal artiCles 
anD Case notes
Books anD 
Monographs
Book 
Chapters 
several of our faculty members (associate professor saw cheng 
lim, assistant professor dorcas Quek, assistant professor Eunice 
chua, professor nadja alexander, associate professor pearlie Koh, 
and associate professor tan seow hon) were prominently featured 
in asian scientist in 2018 for their research focus and interests.
9 26 59
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inaugural asian private law workshop
the idea for an asian private law workshop was jointly conceived 
by associate professor yip man and assistant professor alvin see 
of the smu school of law and professor lusina ho and associate 
professor rebecca lee of the faculty of law, hong Kong university. 
the first workshop – which was held in smu school of law from 
17–18 may 2018 – featured presenters, commentators and chairs 
from smu, hKu, cityu and nus.
the presenters for this workshop inCluDeD:
•	 professor lusina ho (hku) on “deemed performance in  
 account of profits”
•	 professor gary Chan (sMu) on “search Engines and  
 defamation: of publication and responsibility”
•	 professor kelvin low (Cityu) and assistant professor  
 wu ying-Chieh (sMu) on the “the characterisation of  
 cryptocurrencies in East asia” 
•	 associate professor rebecca lee (hku) on “account of  
 profits from misuse of trust property in business   
 ventures”
•	 associate professor Carrie Ding (Cityu) on “the  
 doctrine of precontractual liability under chinese law”
•	 assistant professor alvin see (sMu) on “the   
 persistence of Equitable title in the face of torrens  
 indefeasibility”
•	 associate professor low kee yang (sMu) on “non- 
 delegable duty, vicarious liability and agency: moving  
 towards convergence”
•	 professor alexander loke (Cityu) on “disagreement  
 over the illegality defence in private law claims:   
 contrasting approaches and shifting values”
•	 assistant professor edward ti (sMu) on “comparison  
 of land use regulations and compensation rights in  
 singapore, united Kingdom and united states”
nrf/iMDa researCh grant on ai 
the smu school of law was privileged to receive in 2018 a research 
grant of s$4.5 million from the national research foundation 
(nrf) and the info-communications media development authority 
(imda) relating to research on the ethical, legal, and regulatory 
aspects pertaining to ai. this 5-year research programme covers 
three integrated streams – ai and society, ai and industry and ai 
and commercialisation.
 
the centre for artificial intelligence and data governance (caidg) 
was officially launched on 24 september 2018 by our guest-of-
honour senior minister of state, dr Janil puthucheary. the centre 
director is dean associate professor goh yihan, and the deputy 
directors are professor mark findlay and associate professor 
Warren chik.
researCh seMinars
both smu school of law faculty and external academics and legal 
professionals presented a wide array of research findings to the 
faculty in 2018. amongst our faculty, assistant professor alvin see 
started the year with a seminar on the cutting-edge developments 
in blockchains in relation to the torrens registration system (sol 
private law cluster). in march, under the auspices of the new 
voice in commercial law lecture organised by our corporate, 
securities and finance law cluster with Queen mary university of 
london, associate professor Wan Wai yee gave a seminar on the 
enforcement of corporate securities laws in singapore and hong 
Kong, and associate professor pasha hsieh presented on the 
regional comprehensive Economic partnership. this was followed 
by a commentary on both papers from professor andromachi 
georgosouli from the centre for commercial law studies at Queen 
mary university of london. in april, associate professor tham chee 
ho enlightened us with his talk on the rule in dearle v hall (1828) 
under the private law cluster. associate professor tan seow hon 
provided interesting insights on the debates relating to traditional 
and gestational surrogacy from both legal and ethical perspectives 
in november (legal theory, Ethics and legal Education cluster). 
in 2 informal sharing sessions on research on 30 aug and 14 nov 
respectively, our faculty engaged on wide-ranging topics such as 
corporate securities laws, autonomous vehicles, surrogacy and 
judicial review. these sessions seek to encourage feedback on 
ongoing research.
CriMinal law, puBliC law anD poliCy 
workshops with external institutions 
anD partners 
the smu school of law organised a number of workshops with 
external agencies and institutions in 2018. the criminology seminar 
which took place in smu school of law on 13 september 2018  was 
co-organised by ministry of law and smu school of law. professor 
nicola padfield (university of cambridge) presented on “Evidence-
based policy in criminal Justice” and thereafter, both professor 
padfield and professor mark findlay participated in a Q&a panel 
discussion with the audience which included government legal 
officers.
the ministry of foreign affairs of the netherlands, the coalition 
for the international criminal court (icc) and smu school of law 
(professor mark findlay) co-organised a timely conference on 3 
and 4 october 2018 on “challenges for global Justice: the asian 
context” to review the significant developments in international 
criminal justice. dean goh yihan warmly welcomed the participants 
from the attorney-general’s chambers of singapore, various 
judicial and legal officers from the icc, representatives from the 
Embassy of the netherlands and the European commission, senior 
singapore lawyers and legal practitioners, foreign academics and 
local academics from smu (including associate professor chen 
siyuan) and nus and members of civil society organisations to 
the conference. the smu school of law was gratified to have the 
ambassador of the Kingdom of the netherlands her Excellency 
ms margriet vonno deliver the opening message to the audience. 
the keynote address was delivered by Judge chang-ho chung on 
“achieving Efficiency and Effectiveness in the trial at the icc” and 
the session was moderated by smu professor mark findlay.
associate professor maartje de visser from smu school of 
law together with associate professor Jaclyn neo from nus 
convened the icon-s (singapore chapter) launch cum Workshop 
on “constitutional interpretation in and outside the courts” which 
was held in smu school of law on 12 oct 2018. the keynote 
speech was delivered by the honourable mr chan sek Keong, 
former chief Justice of singapore. the speakers, panellists and 
chairpersons included senior lawyers, government legal officers 
and representatives from the attorney-general’s chambers and 
the singapore academy of law, and professors from both smu 
and nus. 
researCh
puBliC anD private law ConfliCts in 
fiDuCiary jurispruDenCe 
the school of law hosted a number of foreign academics and 
legal professionals in 2018. in march, assistant professor salar 
ghahramani from pennsylvania state university shared his insights 
on “public and private law conflicts in fiduciary Jurisprudence” 
with particular focus on the us position. in June, mr James lee, 
reader of English law at the dickson poon school of law at King’s 
college london enlightened and entertained us with his talk on 
“research strategies – thinking like a movie studio”. associate 
professor yin huifen from shanghai university of political science 
and law delivered an interesting seminar on “consumer credit and 
over-indebtedness in china” in august. another visiting academic, 
assistant professor dov greenbaum from the Zvi meitar institute, 
taught a course on introduction to law and technology in smu. 
professor urs gasser, director from the berkman Klein centre for 
internet and society and ms malavika Jayaram, Executive director 
of digital asia hub were both instrumental in ensuring together 
with the school of law that the ai workshop ran smoothly in 
september 2018. finally, Judge sir howard morrison Qc visited 
the school of law in october and shared his vast legal and judicial 
experience during his talk entitled “international criminal law - a 
road less taken”.
in addition, we were honoured to have foreign academics and 
legal professionals from africa, asia, australasia, Europe, and 
north america present to our faculty in 2018. they include:
•	 professor richard garnett (university of melbourne) 
•	 Mr william swadling (university of oxford) 
•	 professor linda MC schoeman-Malan 
 (university of pretoria)
•	 professor robin hui huang (chinese university of 
 hong Kong)
•	 professor jo shaw (university of Edinburgh)
•	 professor haksoo ko (seoul national university)
•	 associate professor jamie glister (university of sydney)
•	 Mr Mark Bennett (victoria university of Wellington)
•	 assistant professor salar ghahramani 
 (pennsylvania state university)
•	 Dr Maria loannidou (Queen mary university of london)
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trade commissions around the world. professor Jong sang 
Jo from the seoul national university gave us an interesting 
insight into the various ip issues in relation to the Korean 
entertainment industry. professor masabumi suzuki, dean of 
school of law, nagoya university, gave a talk on an important 
but oft-neglected field of damages for ip infringement. 
professor yoshiyuki tamura from hokkaido university shared 
his views on Japan’s ip strategic program and the way forward 
for Japan as an ip-based nation.
“the future is Crypto?: an 
interDisCiplinary workshop on the 
BloCkChain revolution”
in february 2018, arciala held a workshop on 
cryptocurrencies and blockchain where professor dan 
hunter from swinburne law school and mr Juan llanos from 
consensys shared their views with assistant professor Eliza 
mik and associate professor Kelvin low from smu school 
of law on the increasing pervasiveness of blockchain and 
cryptocurrencies in everyday life and whether the law is able 
to accommodate these new areas or  if a legal revolution is 
inevitable.
applieD researCh Centre 
for intelleCtual assets 
anD the law in asia
(arCiala) 
organised a series of events in 2018, covering subject-matter in 
relation to intellectual assets from standard Essential patents 
to cryptocurrencies to the impact of artificial intelligence on ip. 
the following are some of the highlights:
south korea/japan ip Month 
(jan – Mar 2018)
arciala invited two distinguished professors from south 
Korea and Japan respectively in the first quarter. professor 
lee hwang from Korea university spoke on important legal 
and economic issues arising from the intersection between 
competition law and ip law, such as the fair, reasonable and 
non-discriminatory licensing of standard Essential patents, 
and also the disputes between Qualcomm and various fair 
caidg is managed by the director (dean associate professor 
goh yihan) and two deputy directors (professor mark findlay 
and associate professor Warren chik). there are three 
streams of research: ai and society, ai and industry, and ai and 
commercialization. Working in tandem with these three streams 
are the following specific projects dealing with significant 
developments in ai:
Centre for artifiCial intelligenCe anD Data 
governanCe (CaiDg)
ai anD soCiety
1. trustworthy ai
2. privacy and data protection in the World of 
 data-driven agency
3.  transforming labour force
ai anD inDustry
horizontal issues for projects 4 and 5: legal foundations 
in the regulation of ai and data use
4. automated and connected vehicles policy
5. dispute resolution: managing and preventing 
 disputes and the role of professional advisers
ai anD CoMMerCialiZation
6. fintech policy
7. intellectual property and ai
8. data-logistics, ai and transnational commerce  
 and trading
in conjunction with launch of the caidg, the singapore ai workshop 
– co-organised by the smu school of law, the berkman Klein 
centre for internet & society at harvard university, and the digital 
asia hub – took place on 24 september 2018 at the smu school 
of law. 
the workshop provided a useful platform for multiple stakeholders 
to engage in the debates about the ethics and governance of ai 
which covered singapore-specific ai developments, as well as the 
ethical and global governance challenges. it also conducted specific 
breakout sessions on autonomous vehicles, ai and intellectual 
property, and government procurement of ai followed by a wrap-
up session of all 3 topics.
on 23 January 2018, assistant professor dov greenbaum 
(director of the Zvi meitar institute for legal implications of 
Emerging technologies) presented a lecture on “legal and Ethical 
considerations with the advancement of ai and machine learning: 
What can We learn on the 200th anniversary of frankenstein?” 
in which he masterfully explained how the varied and diverse 
interactions between technology and society raise new and 
exciting legal questions and ethical concerns (such as mens rea 
and personhood) as well as the future of lawyers within the legal 
profession. the lecture was followed by an insightful commentary 
by mr chia-ling Koh (managing director, oc Queen street llc) 
and moderated by ms candice Kwok (partner, marks & clerk 
singapore llp). 
r searCh 
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senior Minister of state 
eDwin tong s.C.
guEst of honour, JonEs day 
profEssorship of commErcial 
laW lEcturE          
professor DaviD 
B wilkins
harvard laW school
JonEs day profEssor 2018    
ip sCholars asia 2018 (“ipsa 2018”) 
(Mar 2018)
in march 2018, arciala organised the 3rd ipsa Work-in-
progress conference 2018, which saw some 120 talented ip 
scholars worldwide congregate to share with us their current 
research on major issues relating to ip law.
asean ip ColloQuiuM 2018
under the asEan ip colloquium initiative, arciala invited 
dr sovath phin from the paññāsāstra university of cambodia 
and dr phan ngoc tam from the ho chi minh city university 
of law, to share insights as regards the protection and 
commercialisation of ip in cambodia and the challenges to the 
ip enforcement system in vietnam respectively. arciala have 
also invited professor myint thu myaing, university of yangon 
to talk about protection and Enforcement of ip in myanmar.
sponsoring aDvanCeD ip stuDy
beginning from october, arciala sponsored three students for 
advanced ip study programs: Kelvin sum (phd student from the 
Queen mary university of london), huang Weijie (phd student 
from the faculty of law, university of hK) (who stayed for 6 
months to complete their phd thesis) and shalini Jhunjhunwala 
(llm student from the tongji university of china who stayed for 
one month).
thought leaDership puBliC leCtures
as part of our collaboration with the smu centre for artificial 
intelligence and data governance (caidg), in september, 
arciala invited professor reto hilty from the max-planck 
institute of innovation and competition to the inaugural 
singapore ai workshop to share with us his views on how ai 
would impact ip in future. arciala had also invited professor 
robert merges from uc berkeley, to give a talk  in december on 
ip law and ai.
r searCh 
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Centre for Cross-BorDer 
CoMMerCial law in asia (CeBCla) 
this centre facilitates research in all areas of commercial law, with a focus on the asian 
context. cEbcla aims to be the leading asian centre of research in commercial law 
which is informed by a variety of research methods including doctrinal, theoretical, 
empirical, historical and comparative perspectives. one of cEbcla’s key objectives is 
to serve as the meeting point and first port of call for scholars, leading practitioners, 
governments and policy makers pursuing rigorous, informed and significant research 
in commercial law in asia. through such interactions and dialogues, cEbcla seeks 
to support the development of regional thought leadership in commercial law and 
research collaborations. 
Major events organiseD By CeBCla in 2018 inCluDe:
•	 US-Asia	Comparative	Corporate	Conference
•	 Asian	Financial	Law	Conference	
•	 Research	Forum:	‘Expanding	the	Scope	of	Dispute	Resolution	and access Justice:  
 the use of mediation within the courts’
•	 Dentons	Rodyk	Dialogue:	‘International	Trade	in	the	Age	of	brexit and trump’
•	 Yong	Pung	How	Professorship	of	Law	Lecture:	‘Scope	and	limits of party autonomy
  under the hague convention on choice of court agreements’
•	 Jones	Day	Professorship	of	Commercial	Law	Lecture:	‘Operationalizing	Innovation:
  the new Work of legal operations and the future of Work in the legal profession’
•	 Herbert	Smith	Freehills-SMU	Asian	Arbitration	Lecture:	‘Investor-State	Arbitration:	
 is there a future?’
•	 Singapore	Mediation	Lecture:	‘On	Tiptoes	through	the	minefield: cultural dimensions 
 of mediation’
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15th annual asli ConferenCe 
in may 2018, ms aziah hussin, senior researcher, presented 
on the paper she co-wrote with sidra’s academic director, 
professor nadja alexander, titled “uncitral convention 
and model law on Enforcement of imsas and upcoming 
trends in the idr landscape.” aziah highlighted 10 key 
trends in international dispute resolution, with a focus on the 
institutionalisation of cross-border mediation, acceptance of 
diversity in cross-border mediation practices, the emergence of 
online dispute resolution, and new features in the international 
framework for enforcement.
singapore international Dispute 
resolution aCaDeMy (siDra)
aBli asian eMergenCe ConferenCe 
in July 2018, sidra convened a panel for the abli Emergence 
conference titled “feel the Earth move: shifts in the international 
dispute resolution landscape.” contributing experts included 
associate professor Eunice chua from smu school of law; ms 
nina mocheva, senior financial sector specialist in the World 
bank group, usa; mr lok vi ming, sc, managing partner of 
lvm chambers llc, singapore; and mr Kc lye, partner of 
norton rose fulbright, singapore; and ms anna howard from 
Queen mary university of london. professor nadja alexander 
moderated the discussion. the panel explored emerging 
trends in international dispute resolution including cultural 
convergences that are impacting the development of the 
profession around the world. 
overseas MeDiator training
in partnership with the singapore international mediation 
centre, sidra developed and implemented a series of 
overseas trainings for dispute resolution practitioners on 
mediation skills and processes. Workshops were held in seoul, 
beijing, shanghai, and tokyo between January and June 2018. 
participants received advanced tutorials from expert trainers 
such as professor nadja alexander, professor Joel lee, mr 
george lim, and mr lok vi ming, sc, on the finer points of 
mediation practice and service provision.
Cross-Cultural fluenCy in Cross-
BorDer MeDiation
in april 2018, sidra implemented its inaugural mediator 
accreditation course, in partnership with smu school of law 
and the singapore international mediation institute. the course 
focused on equipping participants with a comprehensive set of 
tools for cross-cultural communication during cross-border 
mediation processes. sidra innovatively opened the course 
to law students, graduates, smu alumni, and community 
members, resulting in a diverse class of advanced and 
beginner candidates for simi level 1 accreditation. training 
was provided by professor nadja alexander and associate 
professor lum Kit Wye of ntu school of business. 
new york Convention 60th anniversary
 
in June 2018, sidra partnered with the smu school of law 
centre for commercial cross border law in asia and herbert 
smith freehills to mark the occasion of the 60th anniversary 
of the new york convention, the un’s most successful and 
widely-adopted convention in its history. the keynote remarks 
were delivered by Justice anselmo reyes of the singapore 
international commercial court. a distinguished line up of 
speakers and experts representing the international arbitration 
community in singapore provided context and analysis about 
enforcement in practice around the region, including remarks 
from former uncitral chairman mr salim moollan Qc of 
Essex court chambers, mr alastair henderson of herbert 
smith freehills, and professor nadja alexander. 
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researCh iMpaCt 
smu school of law faculty continue to conduct deep research in 
law and other interdisciplinary areas (such as law and economics, 
regulation and business) in 2018. they have been awarded research 
grants from the singapore government and agencies such as 
national research foundation, info-communications media 
development authority of singapore, the ministry of Education, 
the singapore Judicial college, and the competition commission 
of singapore. 
faculty members provide advisory opinions to law corporations, 
and are appointed as expert witnesses on singapore law before 
foreign courts (professor yeo tiong min and associate professor 
adeline chong). other faculty have served as amicus curiae in 
singapore courts on areas as diverse as contracts (dean associate 
professor goh yihan and associate professor lee pey Woan), torts 
(dean associate professor goh yihan and professor gary chan), 
intellectual property (professor david llewelyn), conflicts of laws 
(professor yeo tiong min) and investment disputes (professor 
locknie hsu). 
our publications have often been cited in academic texts, journals 
and court judgments, and our textbooks (on contract law, tort 
law, and corporate law for example) have been widely used in 
law schools in singapore. 
several faculty members have also contributed to significant 
law and policy debates in 2018 via op-eds (associate professor 
chandra mohan, associate professor Eugene tan, professor 
nadja alexander, associate professor tan seow hon, and dean 
associate professor goh yihan) and interviews. dean associate 
professor goh yihan, associate professor Eugene tan and lecturer 
benjamin Joshua ong have provided their recommendations to the 
parliamentary select committee on deliberate online falsehoods.
dean associate professor goh yihan and associate professor yip 
man have continued to manage the singapore law blog. associate 
professor chen siyuan and assistant professor alvin see are 
associate Editors. the law  blog is dedicated to the discussion 
of the latest developments in singapore law. 23 blog posts were 
published in 2018 alone. 
professor locknie hsu, associate professor pearlie Koh, and 
associate professor yip man have published an interim research 
report on “improving connectivity between asEan’s legal systems 
to address commercial issues” (2017). this was prominently 
featured and supported by industry during the recent asEan 
Economic ministers’ meeting in september 2018. (this interim 
report was also earlier referenced by  the secretary for Justice of 
hong Kong sar in his keynote speech given at the regional arbitral 
institutes forum conference on 14 october 2017.) 
the research of three school of law faculty (associate professor 
christopher chen, assistant professor Zhang Wei and associate 
professor Wan Wai yee on “regulating squeeze-out techniques by 
controlling shareholders: the divergence between singapore and 
hong Kong” published in the Journal of corporate law studies 
(2017) was cited in the singapore Exchange consultation paper on 
proposed amendments to voluntary delisting regime released on 
9 november 2018. the research paper was one of the deliverables 
completed under the moE tier 2 research grant awarded to the 
faculty members.
deputy dean professor david llewelyn’s decision as an ip 
adjudicator of the intellectual property office of singapore (ipos) 
in a dispute over trademarks between two major american 
operators of market exchanges was reported in the World 
trademark review, conventus law, the business times and the 
straits times in dec 2018. professor llewelyn has served as an ip 
adjudicator at ipos since 2016.
researCh grants
associate professor yip man received a research grant from 
chuo university (Japan) in 2018 to conduct research pertaining 
to singapore in line with chuo university’s research on 
“comprehensive analysis on diversity of legal systems in asia 
pacific region and convergence towards Establishment of rule of 
law”. associate professor Wan Wai yee was awarded a grant from 
the singapore Judicial college to conduct research on “Empirical 
study of schemes of arrangement as debt restructuring tools in 
singapore”. the competition commission of singapore awarded 
a grant to associate professor Eugene tan to conduct research 
on “international standards: catalyst or barrier for innovative 
Entrepreneurship in singapore?”
awarDs
We congratulate the smu school of law recipients of the lee Kong 
chian fellowship in 2018: professor nadja alexander, associate 
professor lee pey Woan, associate professor Wan Wai yee, 
associate professor pasha, and associate professor yip man. 
interDisCiplinary projeCts anD taCkling 
soCietal Challenges
moE tier 1 projects of an interdisciplinary nature which were 
completed in 2018 include the following:
•	 Associate	 Professor	 Pearlie	 Koh	 and	 Associate	 Professor 
  tan hwee hoon from lKcsb on “directors’ duties - law and 
  perceptions: how do corporate directors understand and 
 perceive their legal duties and responsibilities?”
•	 Assistant	 Professor	 Zhang	 Wei	 and	 Associate	 Professor	 Fu 
  fangjian (lKcsb) on “costly corporate governance: Evidence 
 from shareholder approval in mergers and acquisitions”
•	 Assistant	 Professor	 Zhang	 Wei,	 and	 Associate	 Professor 
  Kelvin low (sol) and assistant professor of finance Jianfeng 
 hu (lKcsb) on “the value of fiduciary duties: Evidence from 
  En bloc sales in singapore”
as part of the smu research capacity building funds, we are 
pleased that several smu school of law faculty have received 
grants from the university to build up their capacity to apply in the 
near future for external grants: 
•	 Professor	Nadja	Alexander	(Culture,	Mediation	and	Law)	
•	 Associate	 Professor	 Henry	 Gao	 (Belt	 and	 Road	 Initiative: 
  infrastructures and institutions) with soss faculty
•	 Associate	 Professor	 Christopher	 Chen	 (Regulatory	 Issues	 of	 
 cross-border payment services and financial technology)
•	 Associate	Professor	Warren	Chik,	Associate	Professor	Eugene 
  tan, and mr benjamin Joshua ong (artificial intelligence and 
 fake news: law and society) with lKcsb faculty
the smu school of law faculty experts in the centre for ai and data 
governance will be working with experts from other smu schools 
including the school of information systems, school of social 
sciences and the lee Kong chian school of business to fulfil the 
objectives of the 5-year research programme.
faCulty exChanges anD researCh 
CollaBorations
smu school of law signed an mou with city university of london 
(united Kingdom) to discuss and negotiate potential research 
collaborations. professor gary chan and visiting professor irene 
calboli were short-term visitors to the shanghai university of 
political science and law in 2018. professor gary chan delivered 
two lectures to the students on tort law and legal Education 
respectively during the visit.
r searCh 
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kwa geok Choo triBute Corner 
“the legacy of madam Kwa geok choo” tribute corner and 
exhibition has been created, on level 3 of the Kwa geok choo law 
library. the exhibition recognises madam Kwa’s contributions as 
a lawyer and advocate and serves as an inspiration to current and 
future students studying in the Kwa geok choo law library named 
in her honour.  
kwa geok Choo 
law liBrary
kwa geok Choo 
law liBrary
CurriCular CollaBorations with sChool of law 
over 1,100 students benefitted from 38 library’s legal research skills sessions conducted in 2018. the librarians collaborated in 
the following courses:  
•		 Legal	Research	and	Writing:	Collaboration	with	Assistant	Professor	Dorcas	Quek,	Assistant	Professor	Eunice	Chua,	and		
 lecturer ong Ee ing  
•		 Public	International	Law:	Collaboration	with	Assistant	Professor	Mahdev	Mohan	
•		 Criminal	Law:	Collaboration	with	Associate	Professor	Chandra	Mohan
•		 Law	Internship:	Collaboration	with	The	Bar	to	provide	a	workshop	for	second	year	students	addressing	key	research	skills		
 required in their internships. students also received advice from their seniors as well as librarians on what they might   
 experience during internships.   
sMu-x poster Display
under the smu-X programme, international mediation 
law, students were paired with legal experts from 
countries to conduct analytical research and present policy 
recommendations on the potential adoption of the upcoming 
singapore convention on mediation. in January, the Kwa geok 
choo library displayed the student posters to the school of 
law community.   
sMu-x Book Display
the Kwa geok choo law library hosted two thematic book 
displays	during	2018:	‘Famous	Trials	and	Lawyers’	and	‘How	
does technology change the law?’. the displays promoted 
new titles in current areas of interest. both students and 
faculty showed interest in reading such titles.
ColleCtions
in 2017, the maritime law association of singapore (mlas) 
generously donated 15 books to smu libraries to develop and 
update its maritime law collection. a full list of the titles added 
into the mlas collection can be found on the library’s website 
under the tab collections. 
in 2018, smu community has access to 488,560 electronic 
books, journals and databases. 
staff upDates
in november 2018, Elizabeth naumczyk 
retired as the head, law library after 
two years of service. she took the lead 
in setting up the Kwa geok choo law 
library. Elizabeth fondly remembers 
overseeing the move of smu’s law 
collection and services into the Kwa 
geok choo law library, followed by the 
opening ceremony of the smu school of law building and 
the Kwa geok choo law library by prime minister lee 
hsien loong. Elizabeth said: “i was fortunate to be involved 
with and meet a cross section of the wonderful people that 
make up the smu community.”
the law library team 
includes yee Xin chai, 
research librarian, 
law; and samantha 
lim, law trainee 
librarian.  both are 
legally trained.
yee Xin chai was awarded an international association of law 
libraries (iall) regular bursary to attend the 37th annual 
course “law in luxembourg – where local tradition 
meets european and international innovation” hosted 
at the max planck institute luxembourg for international, 
European and regulatory procedural law in september/
october 2018.
librarians have been collaborating with the faculty in highlighting 
and developing the collection in the following key focus areas of 
the school of law: law and technology, dispute resolution and 
transnational commercial law in asia. 
to improve discoverability in these focus areas special research 
guides have been created and made accessible from the library 
website. With the increase in free resources on the internet, a 
research guide for open access resources for law was also 
created.  
law internship workshop
the law librarians collaborated with the bar on 30 april 2018 
preparing second year law students for their internship experience 
in may. 55 students signed up for the session. the aim of the 
workshop was to refresh their legal research skills before starting 
internship by simulating enquiries they would receive in the law 
firms for the students to practice research. student mentors and 
law librarians engaged in discussions with the students providing 
insights and feedback. 
ink, sMu institutional repository 
the library has continued to make smu school of law publications 
available to both smu users and the broader community in 
singapore. the inK institutional repository makes smu research 
publications more visible and discoverable in search engines. 
as a result, smu school of law publications are frequently 
downloaded by both members of academic communities as well 
as legal practitioners. as of october 2018, there were a total of 
2921 smu school of law research records in inK with 983 pdf 
full-text. these publications have been downloaded 209,885 times 
since 2008. 
saMantha liMyee xin Chai
eliZaBeth nauMCZyk
Electronic books, journals, and databases
488,560448,397420,932
201820172016
Physical books and journals (law only)
18,85519,39317,895
201820172016
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SMU SCHOOL OF LAW OFFERS 
THREE PROGRAMMES AND IS HOME TO 
A VIBRANT COMMUNITY OF 
768 STUDENTS. 
 
BACHELOR OF LAWS LLB
Enrolment of 648
166 were freshmen
Student body of 94
29 were freshmen
JURIS DOCTOR JD
Overall employment rate 
for our LLB graduates is 
an impressive 97.6%
MASTER OF LAWS LLM
The LL.B. is a 4-year meritorious honours programme 
with 36 course units (CU) worth of courses. The LL.B. 
curriculum, regularly revised to meet the needs of a 
fast-changing economy, was originally formulated by legal 
academics and practitioners a­er extensive discussions, 
and endorsed by the Ministry of Law and Singapore's then 
Board of Legal Education. 
The J.D. programme is a post-graduate qualifying law 
degree for students who have undergraduate degrees in 
other disciplines and those who have studied law in civil 
law countries and in other jurisdictions.
The SMU LLM programme, with three specialised tracks, 
is carefully designed to expand the legal knowledge of a 
legal professional in classic and novel areas of the law, 
while simultaneously equipping legal professionals with 
the skills-sets essential to render on-point advice on 
cross-border transactions or deliver high-quality 
adjudication and judicial administration results.
overview of aCaDeMiC 
prograMMes
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unDergraDuate teaChing anD CurriCuluM
smu school of law is committed to a forward-looking legal 
education that equips its students with knowledge and capabilities 
that enable them to flourish in the 21st century. to that end, it 
has from its inception adopted an innovative curriculum that is 
distinguished by broad-based, cross-disciplinary elements, and 
that integrates doctrinal reasoning with practical skills. our bold 
approach to the curriculum is supplemented by a unique pedagogy 
that emphasises active, collaborative and experiential learning 
as well as the acquisition of soft skills that will enhance the 
development of our students as independent and critical thinkers 
who can confidently navigate the complex demands of the modern 
workplace. 
BaChelor of laws (llB)BaChelor of laws (llB) 
reforM of sMu Core CurriCuluM
in 2018, we continued to take significant strides forward in 
ensuring the currency of our programme by reforming the smu 
core curriculum. these reforms emanated from proposals made 
by the blue ribbon committee (brc), a committee appointed and 
chaired by our provost, professor lily Kong, to sharpen smu’s 
distinctive value proposition for undergraduates. associate 
professors lee pey Woan and tan seow hon from the school of 
law contributed to the committee’s deliberations as members. 
following the brc’s proposals, the smu core curriculum will 
be organised along three pillars of learning, viz: capabilities, 
communities and civilisations. llb students joining smu from 
2019 will be required to take a total of 6 courses falling within these 
three pillars (the diagram on the right). significantly, under the 
communities pillar, our students will be required to take at least 
one course touching on technology and society. this requirement 
is designed to ensure that students appreciate the impact of 
technology on their profession and on society generally. another 
innovative feature of the revised core curriculum is the inclusion 
of big Questions: happiness & suffering. this new course creates 
an opportunity for examining issues of fundamental importance 
to the human race from ethical, theoretical as well as practical 
perspectives. in addition, our students will continue to be required 
to subscribe for electives that pre-qualify as singapore and asian 
studies to nurture a deeper understanding of the legal, historical 
and social context of the burgeoning asian region. 
exploratory Courses anD work stuDy 
sCheMe
apart from the significant revisions to the smu core curriculum, the 
brc recommendations introduced two other new elements into 
the llb programme.  the first is the introduction of a new policy 
that allows students to declare up to two electives as Exploratory 
courses. as the passed letter grade of an exploratory course will 
be excluded from the cgpa computation at the end of a student’s 
candidature, this policy is intended to encourage students to explore 
courses outside their own discipline or usual sphere of interest. 
secondly, students will be able to embark on longer internships of 
up to six months under a new Work-study scheme that will also 
allow them to earn a credit in the process. such a scheme seeks 
to enhance the benefits and impact of internships by interlacing 
institution-based learning with structured on-the-job training.innovative eleCtive offering
in keeping with our commitment to ensuring that our offering 
of electives meet the fast-changing needs of the market, we 
introduced new electives touching on law and technology in the year 
under review. the first was a short course entitled introduction to 
law and technology taught by visiting professor dov greenbaum 
from harry radzyner law school. this course introduced students 
to legal issues arising in the regulation of emerging technologies 
stuDent exChange
•	 A	 new	 exchange	 partnership	 was	 signed	 with	 Renmin 
 university of china. 
•	 THEMIS	 Network:	 In	 October,	 the	 European	 partners 
  of smu school of law in the thEmis network met in 
 singapore for the first time for their biannual meeting.
the thEmis network, which consists of smu and 8 
European partners, università bocconi (milan, italy), EsadE 
(barcelona, spain), freie universität (berlin, germany), université 
paris-Est créteil val-de-marne (paris, france), maastricht law 
school (maastricht, the netherlands), (switzerland), Wu (vienna 
university of Economics and business) (austria), and universidade 
nova de lisboa (portugal), offers students an opportunity to 
receive a thEmis certificate upon the completion of various 
requirements such as an international exchange programme, an 
international internship, and the annual thEmis seminar (or a 
paper in lieu). smu has been actively involved in efforts to expand 
the network. at october’s meeting, a new partner, australian 
national university, joined the network.  
in an international context. the second course, privacy and data 
protection law, was jointly taught by associate professor Warren 
chik and mr lanx goh, assistant director of personal data 
protection commission. students who took this course acquired 
an understanding of the data economy, the regulation of data 
protection and its relation to privacy law.  
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peDagogiCal DevelopMents
Experiential learning is now a prominent feature of the smu 
teaching pedagogy. this form of learning is frequently facilitated 
through the offering of smu-X courses, which are project-based 
courses taught by smu faculty in conjunction with an industry 
partner who provides close mentorship for students tasked to 
devise solutions for real life problems. in 2018, smu school of 
law offered 5 smu-X electives (viz, public international law; 
transnational business and human rights; international moots i; 
international moots ii; and international mediation law & practice) 
which were subscribed by a total of 143 students. preparation 
is currently underway to introduce more smu-X courses in the 
forthcoming academic years to provide our students with more 
teaChing exCellenCe
guided by a strong sense of mission to provide top quality 
education, our faculty are fully committed to providing our students 
with a vibrant and nurturing environment in which they can best 
realise their learning potentials. for 2018, the university paid 
particular recognition to the extraordinary effort of one faculty 
– assistant professor alvin see – by conferring on him the smu 
Excellent teacher award. using various innovative approaches, 
alvin went the extra mile to enhance the classroom experience by 
making the learning of law engaging, fun and practical. this award 
is testamentary of the dedication of alvin – and others like him – in 
his commitment to teaching excellence.
in addition to teaching awards conferred by the university, smu 
law also recognises outstanding teaching performance through 
the conferral of various annual awards. on 5 september 2018, a 
teaching awards tea was held to celebrate excellence in teaching 
for the llb programme. top award winners received a certificate 
as well as a dart top-up in their account.
faCulty aDvisors
faculty advisors were once again appointed for llb freshmen. 
this was the second year running of the successful scheme which 
started in 2017. Each group of mentees would consist of about 
10–12 freshmen, and they would meet their faculty advisors on a 
regular basis, over tea.
Most outstanDing
teaCher awarD:
assoc prof tan seow hon
Dean’s teaChing 
exCellenCe awarD:
assoc prof adeline chong
asst prof alvin see Wei-liang
prof david smith
prof gary chan
assoc prof low Kee yang
assoc prof maartje de visser
prof nadja alexander
assoc prof yip man
BaChelor of laws (llB)BaChelor of laws (llB) 
opportunities to hone their problem-solving skills in in practical 
contexts.
as we believe that teaching excellence is founded on a culture 
of critical self-reflection, we routinely conduct teaching forums 
to reflect and improve on teaching and pedagogical issues. in 
2018, we held a teaching forum on 9 february that was attended 
by 25 faculty. the forum usefully clarified the best practices that 
should guide us on a wide range of issues including pedagogy, 
assessments, student workload, quality of course materials and 
grading concerns. 
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juris DoCtor (jD)
launCh of an llM in juDiCial stuDies, 
offereD in partnership with the 
singapore juDiCial College
on 26 July 2018, the smu school of law and the singapore Judicial 
college (sJc), supreme court, announced today that they will 
jointly offer a new master of laws in Judicial studies from august 
2019. a first of its kind in the region, the new postgraduate degree 
programme is designed to provide advanced training for serving 
judges and judicial aspirants both in and outside of singapore.  
the official launch, which took the form of the signing of a 
memorandum of understanding between sJc and the school of 
law, was held on the side-lines of the asEan law association 
(ala) conference, and witnessed by the heads of delegation and 
participants of the conference, including cJ menon and supreme 
court Justices from other asEan jurisdictions.
the coursework of the llm in Judicial studies has been carefully 
curated to enhance participants’ knowledge and competencies in 
core areas of the law such as the law of obligations and business 
law taught from a comparative perspective; it also equips them for 
modern day adjudication and judicial administration though core 
modules such as “Judgecraft” and “law and technology”, alongside 
electives such as “leadership, management and professional 
Effectiveness” and “contextual Judging”. participants will be taught 
by experienced singapore judges alongside standing faculty at the 
smu school of law, and will amongst others enjoy the immersive 
experience of a mandatory attachment programme with the 
singapore judiciary. 
Change in loCation anD start Date for the 
Dual llM in CoMMerCial law (singapore 
anD lonDon)
the dual llm track will not be offered in ay2019-20. it will be 
re-introduced in ay2020-21, starting in January 2020 in london. 
students will move to smu in august 2020 for the singapore leg 
of the programme. they will sit for the same 6 modules offered 
to the students on the cross-border business and finance law in 
asia track during terms 1 and 2. the overall duration of the revised 
programme will be 16 months. the expectation is that this change 
will be well-received by practicing lawyers eager to advance their 
commercial law knowledge across regions and boost the number 
of participants enrolled in this track. 
stanDarDiZation of llM prograMMes 
the llm in cross-border business and finance law in asia and 
the dual llm in commercial law (singapore and london) will 
be changed to tracks under a single master of laws programme, 
alongside the new llm in Judicial studies track. While there 
will be no change in the overall number of credit units that must 
be obtained, students across all tracks must complete three 
common core courses – “law and technology: asian and global 
trends”; “advanced law of obligations” and “mediation” – that aim 
to provide a shared foundation to all llm students and as such, 
give the school of law’s llm programme its unique identity. in 
addition, the candidates for each track are required to take three 
track-specific courses as well as two electives. the standardization 
of the school’s llm offerings and, in particular, the common core 
courses, will undoubtedly boost their appeal to practicing lawyers 
and others thinking of embarking on an ll.m degree and interacting 
with like-minded individuals.
  
CurriCuluM Changes 
the 30 hours of community service that used to be part of J.d. students’ graduating requirement will be removed with effect of the 2018 
cohort to allow the school of law to develop the identity of the J.d. programme consistent with other postgraduate programmes offered 
within smu. the other graduating requirements – i.e. internship and pro bono work – will remain in place. 
Core law MoDules weightage Change
the core law module of legal research and Writing has been expanded from 1 cu (3 hrs per week) to 1.5 cu (4.5 hrs per week).  legal 
systems, methods and analysis has been changed to singapore legal systems and reduced from 1 cu to 0.5cu. the changes above are 
part of a wider curriculum reform, which may entail some courses being shifted to improve the learning experience and quality of the Jd 
programme for the candidates.
aChieveMents
Jasmine toh (class of 2017) was in joint 4th position in the 2017 part b of the singapore bar Exams. her Jd classmate, chen Xizi, 
was awarded the best candidate in Wills, probate and administration practice. John tan (class of 2011) was listed as one of the most 
promising legal professionals 40 and below in singapore business review (feb 2018).
Master of laws (llM)
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llB prograMMe outreaCh for prospeCtive 
anD inCoMing stuDents
CoMMenCeMent CereMony
the commencement ceremony in august 2018 saw the creation of 
a fresh batch of alumni with 162 graduating with an llb, 28 with Jd, 
and 9 with llm. among the llb graduands, 9 received the highest 
award of summa cum laude while 32 received magna cum laude. 
among the graduands were also 52 winners of subject prizes and 
awards for exemplary performance. sol also celebrated its first 
recipient of the dbs bank school valedictorian award in law, ms 
iris ng li shan, since the first batch of llb graduates from 2011. mr 
loi guan lin, caspar received the Kwa geok choo top law student 
award.  
awarD CereMony
this year’s award ceremony, which celebrates academic 
achievements of our current students, was held on 21 september. 
mr darien the chun yiu won the lai Kew chai prize for the top first 
year law student. he and ms low Jia na jointly won the rajah & 
tann prize for the best first year law student. mr daryl gan han Qi 
received the rajah & tann prize for the best second year student. 
mr nguyen sinh vuong won the punch coomaraswamy prize for 
the top third year law student.
snapshot of stuDent events snapshot of stuDent event
the smu annual open house took place in early march 2018 as a 
lead to the recruitment exercise for new llb students of august 
2018. to attract the best students to join smu school of law, a 
panel discussion comprising mr paul tan, mr lionel leo, assistant 
professor Eunice chua and dean associate professor goh yihan 
was conducted on the first day of the open house, which was then 
followed by mock seminars conducted by associate professor 
tan seow hon, associate professor low Kee yang and assistant 
professor alvin see. 
a scholar’s lunch was then held for offerees who were awarded 
scholarships on 28 april 2018. faculty members from the selection 
committee, the dean, and dean of students professor paulin 
straughan were present to encourage them to take up the offer and 
the scholarship.
in early may 2018, the school of law co-organised a tea session 
with office of undergraduate admissions and financial assistance 
(ouafa) for the llb offerees and their parents (known as 
“destination smu”). the event started with the screening of a new 
promotional video on smu school of law, followed by a panel 
discussion with professor paulin straughan, dean associate 
professor goh yihan, professor ong siow heng and the guest of 
honour mr andre maniam, sc. offerees were directed to 4 seminar 
rooms where they heard presentations from faculty members, 
current students as well as llb alumni. at the end of destination 
smu, the offerees were invited to take part in a pilot scheme called 
the smu campus adventure, organised by ouafa, which was to 
provide bonding opportunities for these offerees through games 
and activities.
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sMu law aCaDeMy 
reBranDing of Cle as sMu law aCaDeMy 
(sMula)
in line with the nationwide skillsfuture movement, and to support 
current and future training and development needs of singapore’s 
legal fraternity, the smu school of law’s continuing legal 
Education (clE) arm was rebranded as the smu law academy in 
January 2018.  the official launch took place on 2 february 2018 
with a special seminar featuring Justice aedit abdullah, who 
spoke on “proving the case: beginning with the End in mind” for an 
audience made up of more than 70 senior practitioners. his address 
was followed by a roundtable discussion featuring professor tang 
hang Wu (smu); mr francis goh (harry Elias) and ms marina chin 
(tan Kok Quan partnership) and moderated by the dean of the 
school of law. to mark the occasion and introduce members of the 
legal fraternity not familiar with smu to the smu law academy, 
a corporate video has been produced that can be viewed via the 
school’s website as well as its social media channels. 
the rebranding has been accompanied by a new standard time-slot 
for smula events, which now take place (almost) every friday, 
from 2:30pm onwards and are well-attended across the board. 
in response to feedback and past participation statistics, the law 
academy has ramped up its scheduling of “updates and topical 
developments” seminars, one of the three categories of seminars 
on offer, the other two being “foreign and comparative law” and 
“fundamentals of law”. 
partnerships with other Continuing 
legal eDuCation proviDers
in late december 2017, the smu law academy concluded a 
partnership with the singapore international dispute resolution 
academy (sidra), under which all sidra cpd programmes will be 
organised in collaboration with smula. 
in september 2018, smula signed a memorandum of 
understanding with the singapore academy of law (sal) as 
part of the latter’s liftEd framework, under which smula is 
designated as its preferred provider of cpd-bearing events in the 
realm of technology, corporate and commercial law; and legal/
business ethics. the intention is that the seminars and workshops 
organised under this banner can be taken in a modular fashion to 
lead to certification by smu and sal jointly. 
law firM ManageMent syMposiuM 
featuring leaDing authority prof DaviD 
wilkins (harvarD)
on 30 august 2018, the smu law academy hosted the inaugural 
law firm management symposium for senior practitioners from 
the singapore bar and nearly all asEan jurisdictions, which event 
was graced by permanent secretary at minlaw, mr ng how yue, 
as the guest of honour. professor david Wilkins (harvard law 
school), a leading authority in the field, delivered the keynote 
address in which he vividly described how and the extent to which 
the landscape in which law firms ply their trade is changing, and 
offered suggestions on how law firms could cope with the demands 
and opportunities presented by innovation. this provided a natural 
link to the first panel session of the afternoon, kickstarted by 
a tEd talk by sophie mathur (linklaters), on how lawyers are 
embracing technology to become more efficient, price effective and 
innovation. the speakers on the second panel outlined practical 
tools for implementing change, including with reference to first-
hand experiences of executing change in the legal arena and 
other industries. the symposium closed with a session in which 
general counsel from hsbc, paypal, and honestbee shared their 
experiences  and views concerning their companies’ relationship 
with law firms and the latter’s embrace of change and innovation. 
the symposium was organised in collaboration with freshfields 
bruckhaus deringer and benefited from the financial support of 
Jones day which allowed prof Wilkins to join for the event. 
smu school of law has continued its active engagement 
with the legal fraternity and the wider community in 2018. 
the smu school of law’s continuing legal Education (clE) 
arm has been rebranded as the smu law academy. in 2018, 
smula partnered continuing education providers such as 
sidra and sal and organised the law firm management 
symposium in 2018. the pro bono centre organised Expert 
panel meetings, student leaders trainings, coffee series 
talks and visits to raise social awareness for law students.
the smu school of law held the biennial Judiciary lunch 
for supreme court Judges and the school of law faculty.
We are grateful to our donors and sponsors who have 
generously contributed in 2018 to bursaries, study awards, 
prizes, and scholarships for the benefit of our law students.
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values and foundations of law and legal practice through excelling 
in two core courses, Ethics and social responsibility and legal 
theory and philosophy. anonymous donors sponsored the Kwa 
geok choo female trailblazer award which recognises a female 
law student who, amongst other things, has demonstrated 
perseverance in overcoming adversity, financial hardship or other 
difficulties, or service towards community, or leadership qualities.
the juDiCiary lunCh 
the Judiciary lunch was held on 14 march 2018 at the smu school 
of law function lounge. both the chief Justice sundaresh menon 
and dean associate professor goh yihan welcomed the guests. 
a total of 27 judges and 28 faculty mingled informally and had a 
wonderful lunch. 
professional & 
CoMMunity engageMents
professional &
CoMMunity engage ents
sMu pro Bono Centre 
sMu pro Bono Centre (sMu pBC) runs the smu pro bono centre 
helpdesk daily, where students take instructions from applicants 
via the pro bono centre hotline by interviewing and recording 
the case synopses. the applicants registered at the helpdesk 
are scheduled for smu pbc legal clinics on friday evenings 
(excluding public holidays). volunteer lawyers at the clinics render 
face-to-face legal advice on personal matters with no citizenship 
restrictions. 
smu pbc organised an “out of the box” forum discussion focusing 
on the business of law and pro bono. held on 26th January 2018, 
the speakers were mr rajan menon, founder - senior consultant, 
rhtlaw taylor Wessing llp and mr benjamin szeto, partner, 
rhtlaw taylor Wessing llp and the session was moderated 
by the smu pbc, centre director, associate professor rathna n 
Koman.  
at the inaugural meeting for the expert panel of the smu pbc on 
5 february 2018 which was  chaired by Justice tan siong thye, a 
sWot (strengths, Weaknesses, opportunities and threats) analysis 
was prepared for pro bono placements served by students upon the 
advice of the expert panel. the sWot analysis was instrumental 
in identifying the strengths and weaknesses of individual pro bono 
placements, and opportunities to improve such placements for the 
community and students. during the second Expert panel meeting 
held on 24 august 2018, the panel discussed the findings from the 
sWot analysis.
smu pbc conducted the student leaders training Workshop on 19 
april 2018 to train the 24 trainee student leaders on the rules and 
procedures of the smu pbc legal clinics. 
smu pbc also organised study visits to raise awareness of law 
students on certain issues, not limited to social justice matters. 
the law students visited the institute of mental health (imh) on 8 
february 2018 and health sciences authority (hsa) on 3 may 2018. 
on 17th august 2018, smu pbc had the privilege to host delegates 
from the royal thai Embassy and various heads of government 
departments of thailand. the session was hosted at the request 
of the royal thai Embassy to facilitate an understanding of the 
operations and modus operandi of smu pbc work. 
smu pbc Expert panel launched the first of the coffee series talks 
on 24 august 2018. the purpose of the coffee series is to allow 
for and encourage further interactions between practitioners and 
students in order to enhance the students’ awareness of social 
justice issues. the opening address was delivered by mr tan chong 
huat which highlighted rht rajan menon foundation’s pro bono 
initiatives. thereafter, the session focused on gathering feedback 
and views on the compulsory pro bono service requirement. the 
session finished with Justice tan siong thye’s closing address. 
dr Winslow - a renowned psychiatrist, well-known for his work in 
addiction medicine and impulse control disorders - was invited for 
the coffee series talk on 21 september 2018. his talk  focused on 
mental issues/affliction resulting in a crime. the last of the coffee 
series talks was presented by ms shalini Jayaraj on 12 october 
2018. ms Jayaraj is an smu alumni and also the head of office, 
singapore of Justice Without borders (JWb). 
pursuant to the thai visit, centre director, associate professor 
rathna Koman worked with dr. iur. pawat satayanurug, 
department of international law, faculty of law, chulalongkorn 
university, to develop a similar pro bono centre at their university. 
the arrangements cover the sharing of the modus operandi of smu 
pbc, legal clinics and helpdesk, their faculty and students attending 
at smu pbc and learning of its operandi, and smu pbc centre 
director and students attending at the thai university to share our 
learning outcomes and experiences with faculty and students. 
given increasing technological advances in the case management 
of law, the pro bono centre has decided to partner with asia 
law network to use end-to-end practice management software 
known as tessaract. io to handle all aspects of our pro bono 
legal practice. the system contains case management, client 
management, knowledge management and accounting among 
others. asia law network has agreed to offer tessaract.io to our 
pro bono centre for free so as to better assist us in our pro bono 
work. for the purposes of pro bono, tessaract.io will provide a 
consolidated platform for the entire team to:
1. track incoming inquiries
2. manage applicant and case details
3. manage documents before, during and after the consultation
4. perform data analytics for internal tracking of case progress
last but not least, pro bono centre held the annual pro bono centre 
appreciation lunch on 7th december 2018, for all its volunteer 
lawyers, stakeholders and its students. 
CoMMunity engageMents
Donors anD sponsors
donors and sponsors of prizes and awards were invited to smu 
school of law to witness the sol student awards ceremony on 21 
september 2018. award winners were able to interact with them, 
and the ceremony provided a good opportunity for both sides to 
know each other better.
donors continued to make generous gifts that supported bursaries, 
study awards, prizes, and scholarships.  the law society sponsored 
the law society distinguished scholar award to recognise law 
students who have demonstrated understanding of the underlying 
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our degree programmes have proven to bring our students access to careers in a wide variety of fields. besides rising through the 
ranks in private practice, our alumni have excelled in fields such as legal technology start-ups; academia; and service as Justices’ 
law clerks.
our students and alumni continued to excel in fields well beyond the classroom. in 2018, we continued our unrivalled track record of 
extensive participation and achievement in the international mooting scene, with championships in the international criminal court 
moot and laWasia arbitration moot, and appearances in the championship rounds of the price media law moot and the air law 
moot. 
We also participated in three international adr competitions, two for the first time. 
our alumni, too, carried on the proud tradition, winning top prizes in various competitions such as the maritime law association of 
singapore moot, the ciarb/new south Wales young lawyers moot, and the ysiac essay competition. our alumni have also given 
back to the school by volunteering their time as coaches and mentors for our students’ various competitions.
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stuDents’ initiativ s &
aChieve ents
law as Calling series  
the law as calling lunch series was started to provide students 
with an opportunity to be inspired by people who have persevered 
in doing good, to facilitate the students’ understanding of the role 
that law and the profession play alongside other structures in 
society, and to help them see the human side of law. the series 
kicked off with a talk by Jason Wong, former deputy director/
chief of staff of the singapore prison service, who also started 
the yellow ribbon project. his talk was titled, “transforming lives 
in and out of prison”. he was accompanied by mr anil david, cEo 
of agape connecting people, an ex-convict who overcame odds 
to set up a call centre which hires inmates, the disabled, and 
others. other speakers in the series include law society president 
gregory vijayendran who spoke on doing good as lawyers, harvard 
law professor david Wilkins on the key roles and responsibilities 
as lawyers in the 21st century, and straits times singaporean of 
the year 2017, dr goh Wei leong, on serving the under-served 
communities. 
get to know praCtiCe series 
the get to Know practice series, launched in ay2018/2019, is a 
platform for legal practitioners and others in related fields of 
interest to law students to deliver short talks to acquaint students 
with practical dimensions of law and legal practice. this series 
complements talks by associates from the industry who speak in 
existing courses. speakers have shared on practice in international 
law firms and technology capabilities for lawyers. 
new stuDent CluB: legal innovation anD 
teChnology (lit) soCiety
the legal innovation and technology (lit) society, a student 
initiative, was launched on 18 July 2018 to create awareness of 
legal technology and emerging technology laws, and to equip 
fellow law students with essential technology skills to ready them 
for the future of legal practice. the society holds coding workshops 
and hosts talks.  in august 2018, the society invited serena 
lim from bizibody to chair a workshop on legal innovation and 
technology today. among the student-led innovations introduced 
by the society include the lawnet reading list downloader (by 
Wan ding yao, ng Jun Xuan, and gabriel tan) and the lawskubot 
(by Wan ding yao). lawskubot is a telegram bot designed to make 
legal studies a little easier. it features image optical character 
recognition, a rapid singapore case search engine, keyword 
extraction from long text, synonym discovery, and abbreviation 
checking. in october 2018, lit helped the community Justice 
centre with improving the accuracy and usefulness of their pro 
bono chatbot. 
stuDents anD aluMni 
aChieveMents & iMpaCt   
at a glanCe
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aChieveMents
lexiCon
smu lexicon, which was set up in mid-2017, is off to a great start. 
a student-run smu law blog which publishes legal articles by smu 
students, it has published more than 30 articles to date. it is also 
in a collaboration with the supreme court, where smu lexicon 
members write summaries on selected court judgments. the 
supreme court distributes these summaries to the law society 
and other selected stakeholders, and also publishes them on the 
supreme court’s website.  
Corporate anD CoMMerCial law CluB
BlaCkoak transaCtional negotiation 
CoMpetition 2018
organised together with blackoak llc, the competition 
simulates realistic negotiations between various stakeholders in 
a boardroom. unlike a typical moot, the interactive format allows 
teams to negotiate not only with one another, but also with the 
judges. this year, the competition saw over 80 participants from 
both smu and nus. the finals were judged by mr. ashok Kumar 
– director of blackoak llc; mr. vincent low – senior partner at 
hpEf capital partners; dean goh yihan; and associate professor 
stephen bull.
 
intelleCtual property law panel DisCussion 2018
sponsored by the intellectual property office of singapore and in 
collaboration with the intellectual property students’ association, 
the intellectual property law panel discussion is an interactive 
session for year 2 and year 3 law students to learn more about 
a career in the ip law industry. the panel consisted of professor 
david llewelyn, deputy dean of smu, as the moderator; mr. li-
ming goh, associate director of Jurisasia llc; mr. cheah yew 
Kuin, senior counsel of 21st century fox and ms. terri Koh, from 
the intellectual property office of singapore.
 
panel DisCussion on “Developing a regional law 
praCtiCe”
organised in collaboration with smu center for cross-border 
commercial law in asia, “developing a regional legal practice” 
is a panel discussion where senior practitioners engage in a 
discussion on the state of legal practice in the southeast asia 
region. the event sought to encourage students across all years to 
consider legal practice outside of singapore. the panel comprised 
of mr. darius tay, director of blackoak llc, as the moderator; mr. 
nandakumar ponniya, partner of baker mcKenzie; ms. marina 
chin, Joint managing partner of tan Kok Quan partnership; and mr. 
abraham vergis, managing partner of providence law asia.
Moot Court CluB
Date event MCC’s role
January maritime law association of singapore (mlas) moot
host 
(only for final 
round)
february
Wongpartnership 
international commercial 
arbitration moot (icam) 
Kickstarter*
host
february drew & napier advocacy cup Kickstarter host
march Wongpartnership icam host (only for semifinal round)
July - 
september howard hunter moot host (all rounds)
Constitutional law anD CriMinal 
justiCe CluB
Key events organised include conversations with dr Kevin tan and 
mr v K rajah, sc a freshmen workshop to give first year students 
study tips, and a talk by a director from the singapore police force 
on how counterfeit currency was identified by the police and about 
common scams in singapore. 
 
SMU Law athLeteS
Law Fraternity Games: a total of 93 participants from smu school 
of law took part in 12 sports in this annual sporting event pitting 
the law schools and law society against one another. the smu law 
students did us proud by emerging 2nd behind overall champion 
law society. impressive finishes include 1st place for tennis and 
2nd place for touch rugby, women’s floorball, basketball, pool, 
badminton and volleyball.
Inter-Faculty Games: this regular series of games held throughout 
the school semester sees participants from the different smu 
faculties challenging each other in various sports. smu law was 
represented in games such as football, touch rugby, and handball.
CJ’s Cup & Quahe, woo and Palmer Legal Fraternity League: 
the smu law football team had been very active in 2018, having 
taken part in various invitational tournaments. two of them were cJ’s 
cup and QWp league. in the former, the team emerged victorious 
in the charity futsal tournament which featured a total of 17 teams 
consisting of law firms, law schools and halfway houses. in the latter, 
the team faced off against nus law, fought valiantly throughout the 
match with many goal-scoring opportunities, but ultimately fell to a 
4-1 defeat to nus law.
GLobaL LeGaL haCkathon
a multidisciplinary team of students and an alumnus 
from the school of law, the sis, and the soE 
participated in the singapore round of the global legal 
hackathon and proceeded to represent singapore for 
the final round in new york.
MaSS CaLL Party 
the school of law celebrated with the class of 2017 
as most of the cohort was called to the bar in the mass 
call ceremony this year. the annual mass call party 
organised by the school around the date of mass call 
has become a staple of alumni events. 
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stuDents anD aluMni: 
aChieveMents in 
CoMpetitions 
sMu students 
participated in 
the following 
international 
moot 
competitions 
during the 
2017/18 moot 
season:
20th asia Cup
venue: tokyo
teams: ~ 35
results: national round 
1st-runners-up
track record:
3 championships in 
6 finals
16th reD Cross 
international 
huManitarian law
venue: hong Kong
teams: ~ 100
results: 2nd-runners-up
track record: 
1 championship final and 
5x 2nd-runners-up
11th priCe 
MeDia law
venue: oxford
teams: ~ 100
results: 1st-runners-up
track record:
3 championships in 5 finals 
and 1x 2nd-runners-up 
(tournament leader)
19th international 
MaritiMe 
arBitration
venue: brisbane
teams: ~ 30
results: Quarter-finalist
track record:
1 championship final and 
1x 2nd-runners-up
2nD fletCher 
international 
insolvenCy
venue: vancouver
teams: ~ 20
results: 2nd-runners-up
track record: 
1 championship and 
1x 2nd-runners-up 
(tournament leader)
15th vis east 
CoMMerCial 
arBitration
venue: hong Kong
teams: ~ 140
results: 2nd-runners-up
track record:
1 championship in 2 finals 
and 2x 2nd-runners-up
9th air law
venue: seoul
teams: ~ 40
results: 1st-runners-up
track record:
1 championship final
4th nureMBerg
venue: nuremberg
teams: ~ 120
results: 2nd-runners-up
track record:
2x 2nd-runners-up
11th investMent 
arBitration
venue: frankfurt
teams: ~ 55
results: Quarter-finalist
track record: 
1 championship in 
2 finals
25th vis 
CoMMerCial 
arBitration
venue: vienna
teams: ~ 350
results: round of 64
track record:
2 championship finals 
and 6x 2nd-runners-up
5th private law
venue: sydney
teams: ~ 20
results: 2nd-runners-up
track record:
1 championship final and 
2x 2nd-runners-up
6th asian law 
stuDents’ 
assoCiation
venue: yangon
teams: ~ 40
results: 5th
track record:
2 championships in 3 finals 
(tournament leader)
15th intelleCtual 
property
venue: oxford
teams: ~ 60
results: Qualified for 
international rounds
track record:
Qualified twice
59th jessup
venue: Washington
teams: ~ 700
results: Won national round
track record:
2 championship finals
11th international 
CriMinal Court
venue: the hague
teams: ~ 120
results: Won national round
track record:
3 championships in 4 finals 
(tournament leader)
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stuDents anD 
aluMni iMpaCt 
July, nicholas poon’11 represented a select team from the private 
sector that competed against a team from the legal service in a 
mock trial. in the ysiac essay competition in april, tan Jun hong’16 
came in tops, marking the second time an smu alum has won this 
competition sponsored by freshfields bruckhaus deringer. 
smu is also beginning to make its mark in international adr 
competitions. for instance, in July, our consensual dispute 
resolution competition team (pictured below) came in 2nd-
runners-up in smu’s debut in the mediation-negotiation 
competition held in vienna, while our team that made smu’s 
debut in the advocate maximus competition in december placed 
2nd in a field of 30+ teams. With an increasing pool of alumni who 
have expertise in adr, smu students can look forward to greater 
participation and success in more adr competitions.
With these results, smu’s overall track record in international 
moots since the launch of its im programme in 2010 stands at 
23 championships, 22 1st-runners-up titles, and 20 2nd-
runners-up titles to go along with almost 150 Best Memorial 
and Best oralist titles. While the world records for most number 
of international moot final appearances in a single season (9, 
set by smu in 2015/16) and most number of international moot 
championships in a single season (5, set by smu in 2014/15 and 
again in 2016/17) continue to stand firm, there were still noteworthy 
results this year in 2 of the grand slam moots -- ie, moots that are 
considered class-leading and also attract a substantial number of 
teams.
the first was smu’s 4th consecutive championship final appearance 
in the international criminal court moot in June (team pictured 
above with icc Judge henderson), which was also marked by the 
winning of its 3rd championship, thereby extending its tournament 
records for most wins and championship finals appearances (4) in 
this moot. team member tracy gani also became the third student 
in world international moots history to win multiple grand slams 
(she also won price’17), joining saw teng sheng’17 (who won 
icc’16 and price’17).
but it was not only our students who excelled in moot competitions. 
our alumni -- many of whom return to coach and mentor their 
juniors -- also shone in various competitions. in the maritime 
law association of singapore moot in January, chow Zi En’17, 
representing rajah & tann, emerged champion in a field of some 
40 participants after defeating her opponent from drew & napier 
in the final. in the ciarb/new south Wales young lawyers moot in 
september, nicholas liu’15 and tan Jun hong’16 -- singapore’s first 
ever team to this competition -- took top honours after defeating a 
team from australia in the final. in the asEan law conference in 
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apart from competitions, there have been many tremendous 
testaments to the quality and rigour of our legal education. first, 
the majority of Justices’ law clerks now hail from smu. this has 
been the case for the last 5 years, and this year, 5 of the 9 Jlcs 
recruited from local schools were smu graduates (pictured above). 
secondly, our alumni have increasingly been pursuing postgraduate 
studies in leading law schools around the world. Kenny chng’12 
(pictured above) was one of them, after he was awarded the 
moE-start scholarship to complete his llm at harvard. upon 
graduation, he returned to smu as an assistant professor, 
becoming the first smu alumnus to join the sol faculty as a full-
time staff. chow Zi En’17 (pictured above) was another, having 
been awarded the sol postgraduate scholarship, dean’s graduate 
award, Kathryn aguirre scholarship, and centre for human rights 
and global Justice scholarship for her llm in new york. Zi En will 
also be commencing a fellowship with the World bank in 2019.
finally, our alumni -- and students -- have been regular 
contributors to various leading legal publications. notable 
examples this year include an article on non-delegable duties in 
tort law review by aaron yoong’19, an article on the regulation of 
internet intermediaries in singapore academy of law Journal by 
chia chen Wei’18, an article on sub judice contempt in singapore 
law review by sui yi siong’14; and a book on intellectual property 
law, cases, materials and commentary on singapore intellectual 
property law (published by the singapore academy of law) by 
nicole oh’12 and ng hui ming’ 14 (pictured above) co-authored 
with professor david llewelyn. sustaining an intellectual curiosity 
about the law, regardless of one’s vocation, is very much part of the 
ethos of smu’s legal education.
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stuDents anD aluMni: iMpaCting the profession
though our students and alumni are still relatively young -- smu’s 
first batch of law students only graduated in 2011 -- this has not 
stopped them from leaving an impact on the legal profession. 
one means of doing so has been the contribution to public debate 
and public education. an example of the former was when sui 
yi siong’14 led a team (pictured above © gov.sg) comprising 
lyndon choo’18, aaron yoong’19, and chen lixin’19 to make 
representations before the select committee on deliberate online 
falsehoods in march (our faculty, dean goh yihan, associate 
professor Eugene tan, and lecturer benjamin ong also made 
representations in their capacity as academics); previously, smu 
students had also made representations to the constitutional 
commission convened to review the Elected presidency. 
an example of the latter was the launch of the supreme court 
initiative. under this collaboration, smu students reported on 
selected court of appeal judgments so as to foster greater 
public awareness of these cases and their implications. the 
summaries prepared by these students can be found on both the 
supreme court and lexicon websites. With respect to alumni, an 
increasing number are involved in smula seminars and academic 
conferences. Examples this year include chow Zi En’17 (seminar on 
drones), sui yi siong’14 (seminar on the criminal procedure code), 
and alexander lee’18 (conference on the international criminal 
court).
another indicator of our alumni’s impact has been their steady 
rise through the ranks in the private practice. this year, several of 
them (pictured above) became the first ever smu alumni to make 
partner/director in a big four firm: chew Xiang’12 and matthew 
teo’11 of rajah & tann, as well as nicholas poon’11 of drew & 
napier (nicholas has since started his own practice, breakpoint). 
in addition, John tan’11 and Jolie giouw’17 were listed as being 
among the most promising legal luminaries aged 40 and under by 
the singapore business review.
outside mainstream practice, some of our alumni have been at 
the forefront of harnessing and promoting the use of legal tech. 
intelllex -- fronted by chang Zi Qian’11 and Edmund Koh’11 -- has 
now become a well-known brand in knowledge management and 
this year, they set up a new base in london as part of its expansion 
in operations. another example is rodney yap’18, one of the drivers 
of tessaract.io, a start-up on firm management systems.
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our alumni play an important role in educating our students, be it 
in adjunct teaching, mentoring, or coaching them for competitions. 
for instance, all the coaches of our adr competitions are alumni. 
as another example, coaches in the imag or international moots 
alumni group (some of whom are pictured above) continue to help 
out with the running of the im1 and im2 electives (both of which 
are smu-X courses). this is an important contribution, considering 
that each of the 15 im teams requires hundreds of hours of close 
supervision every year to achieve the consistent successes they 
have. 
in terms of fundraising, imag members have been equally 
instrumental. in april, some of the coaches helped broker a renewal 
of the sponsorship and training agreement with Wongpartnership. 
then in July, the screening of the documentary, all rise -- in 
which the 2014 smu Jessup team starred -- resulted in pledges of 
almost $50,000 from some 50 im alumni. 
this year, all four school of law alumni groups (llb, llm, Jd, and 
imag) were consolidated under the sol alumni chapter and a new 
executive committee was created. the committee comprises shaun 
pereira’13, nicholas poon’11, chua Jian Zhi’14, leow Jiamin’13, 
Xian Zheng’14, and Eden li’16. the dean and associate dean 
(student, staff & alumni affairs) tan seow hon met up with the 
former and new office holders in a dinner in april (pictured above).
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aluMni
SChooL oF Law IMaGIne better CaMPaIGn
the school of law embarked on the school of law imagine better 
campaign, the central theme of which is giving – not just alumni 
giving back to their alma mater, but the school of law initiating 
a one-year community service and outreach project to give to the 
larger community, a project which the school hopes will continue 
beyond the imagine better campaign. the project, helmed by the 
student-run law outreach club, enables volunteers to give to the 
larger community by raising awareness of law, by educating the 
public about legal rights and liabilities in areas pertinent to the 
public, and by imparting basic mediation and similar skills to lay 
persons. this is done through talks hosted by community clubs, 
voluntary welfare organisations and schools. 
please CliCk on the Box aBove to view viDeo if it Does not run autoMatiCally
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